
PRODUCTS

BAMBOO TOP LAYER
A beautiful wear-resistant and durable top layer, combined with all
the advantages of a raised floor!
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HUIYA accepts no

liability whatsoever for any
direct or indirect damage,

from
any kind, arising from
the information on this

product sheet.

Bamboo is a fantastic solution for sustainability. Bamboo is growing very fast. The 4-5
year old adult strains are yearly
harvested. As a result, the young stems will grow even faster and there will never be
deforestation as with hardwood. As a result, bamboo also makes a major contribution to
capturing CO2 - the MOSO bamboo top layer is itself officially CO2 neutral over the
entire life cycle (TU Delft - INBAR report). In addition, there is a new process in which
bamboo is compressed under high pressure: MOSO High Density®. This results in a
very durable and extremely hard end product: 2x as strong and durable as oak.
Because of this new way of producing, the bamboo also has a completely different
structure, similar to that of tropical hardwood. This gives a bamboo floor a much more
upscale appearance.

Huiya processes this High Density® bamboo on the floor panels. This achieves a
beautiful and solid end result that, thanks to its abrasion resistance, lasts for many
years without any problems, and because of its high wear resistance and low
environmental impact.
impact contributes to a higher BREEAM NL score (contact us for more details). PBS has
chosen MOSO International as the partner with the most experience and the highest
quality guarantees.

PBS and MOSO together supply this floor
panel. With this system

you get total guarantee on your raised floor.
This takes full responsibility for

the delivered products and the way in which
they are assembled. With this

product you buy a complete raised floor
(including

top layer) without risks.
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ACCESSORIES

Top Layer
Bamboo



plain pressed
naturel

plain pressed
caramel
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The bamboo top layer is factory applied to the panel. To the

sides, an ABS edging band is applied that completely locks the top layer and the panel.
This increases the removability and protects the panel and the top layer during
repositioning. PBS processes this high-density bamboo on the floor panels. This
achieves a beautiful and solid end result that, thanks to its wear resistance, lasts for
many years without any problem.

In addition, we give the lace band the chosen bamboo color. This way you get a
nice and durable raised floor. When you choose a wooden panel, the raised floor
comes with the FSC quality mark.

Finish
Colors

Top layer Bamboo

Lace band in color

Panel Calcium sulphate

Bamboo can be provided with a
lacquer layer or a
oil layer. Each finish has its own
specific advantages and
disadvantages. We are happy to
inform you about this!

Top layer Bamboo

Finish
Lace band
For the edge band
a color chosen that matches the
chosen color of the
top layer.

Lace band in color

Panel Particle board
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Finish
Panel Calcium sulphate

Bamboo, factory fitted on one calcium
sulphate panel.
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Finish
Panel Particleboard

Bamboo, factory applied to
a chipboard panel.
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side pressed
naturel

side pressed
caramel

density naturel density caramel
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